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Representing History in Comics
Comics simply combine words and (non-moving) pictures in an integrated
way. As a separate genre in story narration, comics have historical roots in
three different parts of the world. First of all, there is the Japanese tradition of
graphic art, which has developed into the so-called m(tnga- comics that arc
nowadays not only popular in East Asia, but also in many countries in Europe
and North America. Second, there is the tradition of European broadsheets
which illustrated moral, religious, and political tales to large, sometimes illiterate
audiences and which over time developed into the familiar comic strips in
children's magazines and satirical magazines for an adult audience. Third, the
roots of this visual narrative can be traced in the United States where newspaper
editors discovered the increasing popular comics in the late 19'h and eatly 20'h
Century to compete with other mass media publications on a daily basis.2
For over a century noq comic strips have been published in newspapers'
magazines and books, and, since the 1990s, also on the Internet. Comics have
developed both in content and appearance. Comic strips have inspired the
production of films: not only animation films or cartoons, but also movies.
Comics have inspired the creation of certain video games, as well as the
production ofa great deal ofmerchandise, such as toys, clothing, souvenirs,
and packing materials. References to comic strip characters are found almost
everywhere, in the streets, in shops, in private houses, but also in special
exhibitions and museums dedicated to comics. And of course, comics are still
to be found where they originated: in the mass media. Their omnipresence
suggests an undeniable impact of the transmitted narratives. So far, not very
much is known about the precise way comics influence people's image of the
world, but an attemptto analyze its content will be a basic and important f,rrst
step.
The content of comics has become very diverse during their existence in
the 20'h Century. Although the medium derives its English name of the comical,

humoristic element in many of the illustrated stories, comic strips nowadays
show a much larger variety in themes; the so-called "funnies" are only a
minority in the total supply of topics and approaches. Comics can be very
serious and very light hearted, sometimes even in one and the same story.
Many storylines are rather accessible, but more than once, the complexity of
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the narrative demands a real effort of the reader.
ln recent years, comic nanatives dealing with more comprex stories have
been named graphic novels. Not serdom, this term is used u, à ki.rd
of quality

label to identify certain comics (book-tength stories not seldom without
superheroes) that are supposed to be interesting to an adult audience
of
mature readers. However, in the way it is often used the term ignores
not only
that adults have always been part of the comic book readerstrip,
uut also that
less simplistic narratives have been available since the early days
of the comic
medium. Nevertheless, it should be recognized that comics háve matured
in
their content and presentation, especially since the 1970s. However,
the French-

Iranian comic author Marjane Satrapi, to name just one of the relatively
few
female comic creators, has a point when she states that the use of the
label
graphic novels simply enables "the bourgeois to read comics
without feeling
bad" (Brophy-warren, 2007). Nevertheless, it is more important to point
out
that comics are a children's medium onry to a limited extent. Not onlyão
adutts
usually enjoy reading comics that are primarily targeted at children, they
also

have their own graphic novels. Furthermore, it is important to realize
that most

comic books that were aimed at an audience in the United States, Great Britain,
and elsewhere in the former Allied and non-Axis countries. Especially the
military aspect, the actual battles, have drawn a lot of attention. Many of
these comics were translated into other European languages. Those usually
rather cheap pulp publications appeared in series that made it possible for
everyone to obtain new stories almost every week at the kiosk or cigarette
store (Fig. 1). These booklets appeared in Great Britain, the Netherlands,
France, Spain, Porlugal,Italy, and the Scandinavian countries. They focused
on battlef,relds around the world; not only the European theater of war was
dealt with, but also that of Asia-Pacific. The protagonist was almost always a
heroic military or a group of soldiers from one of the Allied forces with whom
the -- usually male -- reader could identify or sympathize. There was a clear
distinction between the "good guys" and the "bad guys" -- women were
mostly absent -- and the use of national stereotypes in the narratives was
everything but rare. These publications were black and white in all meanings

of the word.
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comics are created, distributed, sord, and bought by adults, while the
views
and images they encounter in comic reading during their childhood
may stay
with them during their adult life.
over the years, the comics have diversifìed into a medium with a wide
range of sub-genres (as well as cross-overs). To name a few examples,
there
are comics in the field of adventure, romance, humor, politics, (auto)tiography
and, last but not least, history. comics can refer to nistory ìn
tío di"fferent
ways. First, comics are written and drawn in a certain periodand
will therefore
reflect -- usually more implicitly than explicitly -- the opinions and
ideas of its
creators who are influenced and shaped by circumstances of their
own epoch.

Second, comic creators can deriberately choose to portray events
or

developments in another period than their contemporary time. while
some
choose to illustrate unknown futures in science f,rction narratives,
others decide
to create comic stories concerning the past.
There is no period from the Stone Age until 9/11, and beyond, that
hasn't been represented in comics. A fair share ofthese historical pãrtrayals
is
devoted to the events of world war iI. As comics continued to ùe pro'duced
and distributed during world war iI -- though, of course, influånced
by
(partially internalized) political phenomena rike propaganda and
censorship
-- such contemporary comics are the first variety in whiÃ the
war events were
depicted. The second variety in which comics can be a source of information
about (the representation of this global conflict is the way in which
world
w¿r II has been portrayed in historical comics ever since té+s
lwitet<, tssl;
Munieq 2000; McKinney, 2008 ; Ribbens and Sanders, 2006).
Tens ofthousands ofhistory comics have been devoted to portraying
events from the world war. The theme of worrd war II was very popular
in
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Fig. 1. Pulp war comics were popular all over Europe, for instance in France
and Norway. O Respective publishing firms.
Apart from Great Britain, where these war comic series -- Commando -still continue to be published (Fig. 2) (and where the public interest for military
topics in general, and for both World Wars in particulaE is probably larger
than anywhere on the continent), the publication ofthis genre in most European
countries has come to an end in the 1980s. But in the meantime, new ways of
narrating World War II in comic strips have been developed.
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Looking from a world\Mide perspective, the most well known works are
Art Spiegelmaî's Maus, A Survivor's Tale (Fig.3) and Keiji Nakazawa's
Hadashi no Gen (Barefoot Gen) (Fig. 4), who helped to set standards for
European comics as well. Both of these works of art originated in the early
1970s and, once published as books, consisted

of several volumes.3 These

two comics -- or graphic novels -- show a very personal approach while
presenting two of the most tragic and violent events of World War II: the
holocaust in Central Europe and the use of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima.
As extraordinary as these two comics may be, in some way, they still
represent the specific cultural regions in which they were created. Nakazawa's
style of drawing has typical manga-characteristics while Spiegelman's work

Fig.2.

Commando, the well-known

Comics.

British World War II comic.
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Fig. 3. Spiegelman's famous Maus.

Art Spiegelman/ pantheon Books.
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Fig.4. Nakazawa's manga Barefoot
O Keiji Nakazawa/ Last Gap.

Gen.

somehow reminds of both Walt Disney creatures such as Mickey Mouse and
their underground counterparts which appeared from the 1960s onwards. And
though all these comic "waves" have reached the European shores for some
time now, comic publications in this region can usually still be distinguished
from American and Japanese ones. Yet, given the wide variety among comics
in this part of world, it very much remains the question if it is possible to speak
of such a generic thing as "theBuropean comic." It is in fact hard to separate
comics, as a product of the cultural industry from the specific cultural and
linguistic area in which they were made. Astérix andTintin (Tim und Struppi)
may be very popular all over Europe, but could they have been created outside
France orBelgium?

Another thing worth mentioning is what seems to be a global market for
comic books. Especially Europeans -- and certainly Germans -- are familiar
with many translated comic books, though it should be realízed that most
comic books don't make it into translation. Nevertheless, the availability of
foreign comics, certainly historical comics, beyond the geographical border
of their country of origin, may add additional visions to the "indigenous"
historical views usually cherished by comic book readers. On the other hand,
comic book creators -- like many other producers in the international cultural
industry -- are able to access foreign comics better than ever before, and may
therefore be more willing to "absorb" foreign approaches in their narratives
which might make (at least certain) comics in the long term more "global" and
uniform.
But whatever the expectation may be concerning the possible future
fusion of national and continental comic traditions, there are still important
national characteristics. To give an impression of the variety in European
comics, I will name three comics, actually series of comics, on World War II
that were published during the last ten years.
The first one is the work of French comic artist Emmanuel Guibert, Zø
Guerre d'Alan (Alan's War) (Fig. 5). It consists of three volumes based upon
conversations that the artist had with a former U.S. soldier, the retired Alan
Ingram Cope, before he died in 1999. It plainly describes his military training in
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u.s. and his activities during the advancement of the u.S. Army in France,
Germany, and czechoslovakia between February an d.May 1945,while
the last
volume accelerates the speed to also include his postwar life experiences.
This story clearly represents a growing interest in biographicar narratives
the

from "ordinary" soldiers, without any attempt by the comió creator to
make
hispersonal experiences explicitlyheroic (Guibert,2000; Guibert
,2002;Gulbert,

2008).
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Fig. 6. A new way in German representation of World War
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Another example of a recent war comic is the German Krigsteina
publication by Haimo Kinzler (Fig. 6). The four volumes that havã
been
published so far show the madness in which the Third Reich came
to an end
tn 1945. characters -- the fictional character colonel Krigstein being
one of
them -- are presented as Disney-like animals and refer to internaìionally

recognized cliché images of officers, Nazis, Americans, and Russians.
The
story is both cynical and humorous, and armost any actof (potentiar)
heroism
represented seems totally absurd. This debunking approach is
fairly new,5
certainly among the small group of German comic artisis who have
¿eatt wltrr
the period of national-socialism in recent decades. But then again,
in this
context, the author stays away from much more sensitive war themes
like the

Holocaust and the Allied B ombenkríeg (Kinzler, r999;Kinzler,2007
a;Kinzrer,

2007b;KnzIer,2008).
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II: Kinzler's

Krigsteìn-@

Haimo Kinzler / Zwerchfell.

Of course, these German comics do not represent a factual account of
World War II. The war is merely used as a historical background for a fictional
narrative and by doing so, this comic contributes to the contemporary image
of the war. Krigstein is of course not a source for an historian who wants to
study what happened between 1939 and 1945. But, like other comic narratives,
it certainly is a source to analyze the representation ofthis historical episode
in popular culture. This specifrc representation will be added, in a way that
requires closer analysis, to the historical information that individuals have
been gathering by reading both school textbooks and novels, by watching
documentaries and movies, by listening to family conversations about the
past, or by attending commemoration ceremonies.
The general image of the war, like the image of any historical period that
lives on in popular culture, is not solely based on factual information. When
the background of historical facts is accurately being portrayed, while the
actual storyline is fictional, a narrative can still evoke a good sense of what it
was like in a certain historical period. This becomes more and more accepted,
as can be seen in two Dutch comics that were developed specifically as an
educational tool for use among children in secondary schools.
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with the assistance of the Amsterdam-based Anne Frank Foundation
and Ruud van der Rol, comic artist Eric Heuvel has created two comic books
in 2003 and 200'7, De ontdekking (availabre in German as Die Entdeckung)
and De zoektocht (recently translated into German as Die suche)6 (Fig. 7).

The first book is the story of a Dutch family in wartime and tells us about the
choices they are confronted with under the occupation of the Nazi-regime.
Helena' the young child who is the protagonist, observes how her father, a
policeman, tries to do the right thing in wartime, while her brother Theo joins
the German army. Helena, on the other hand, participates in the resistance
movement as a messenger. It is a subtle and balanced story of small deeds
with important consequences, presented on a personal level that is relatively
easy with which to identify. The realify portrayed is neither white nor black. In
the sequel, The search, the experiences of Herena's Jewish friend Esther and
her relatives are presented in an attempt to make the reader understand what
the persecution of Jews actually meant, not only for the victims, but also for

the bystanders.

times that heroic portrayal of people and their acts -- for some decades a
common model to frame World War ll-experiences -- are largely absent from
these war narratives. This may, at least partially, be explained by the fact that
World War II has become a very distant phenomenon, especially after the end
of the Cold War, which used to link us more directly to the global conflict that
preceded it. The increasing temporal distance has made it somewhat easier to
treat the memory of World War II in a similar way that history is generally
being dealt within European popular culture during recent decades: as
knowledge that may be interesting, as something that, when visualized in
contemporary presentations, is perhaps worth people's attention but, above
all, remains something that is hard to relate to, simply because there is a
strong common conviction that the past in general is irrelevant and distant
(Ribbens, 2002). Of course, this approach in today's popular culture does not
reflect the official attitude of the governments of these three countries which
continue to regard the history of World War II as a precious memory that
deserves solemn respect and that still has important meanings in terms of
moral and political relevance.

World War
Ruud

v¡n

II in Early Post-war Dutch and tr'rench Comics

This brings up the question: What place did heroism have in earlier
European comic porhayals ofWorld Vy'ar II? Due to an important characteristic
of the German comic market, it is not possible to continue the inter-European
comparison of Dutch, French, and German comics here. Although Germany

has a tradition

of satirical and even political Bilderbogen

and

Bildergeschichten, dating back to Wilhelm Busch's 19ú Century humorous
stories, the overall majority of comics published in (West)Germany afÍer 1945
were translations, mainly from publications in English and French. Before the
1980s, there were hardly any German comic artists who devoted (parts of)
their work to the dark legacy of World War II.
While focusing on some of the early post-war comics8 the comparison
limited to comics from Holland and France that pretend to give
remains
here
general
kind
of
overview of the war experiences. The comics that will be
some
discussed, both of which were published in two volumes, are La bète est

morte for the French situation and Ons land uit lijden ontzet I
Fig.7.

/ Eric

The search, a comic book from the Netherlands. @ Anne Frank Foundation

Heuvel.

what these three recent comic book creations from western Europe
share -- among all the differences in factuality, protagonists,T and frames of
time and space -- is a clear absence of outspoken heroism. It is a sign of the
IJOCA, Spring 2010

Oorlogsprentenboekforthe Dutch situation (Fig.8). Both comic stories leave
from a similar point of deparfure, originating from democratic nations that
were occupied by the Germans from 1940 onwards, although the details
concerning all the differences and similarities of the war situation in both
countries will not be covered extensively here.
The Dutch comics were made by a single creator, Anton van der Valk
(1884-1975), who, from 1923 onwards, regularly drew a chronicle ofcurrent
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events in the weekly liberal magazine Haagsche posts under the title ..De
Daverende Dingen Dezer Dagen" (The Thunderous Things of These Days).
His artist name, Ton van Tast fpronounced Fan-Tast], does not imply that his
illustrated stories and drawings are based on fantasy, but reflects his aim to
add some humor to his observations.

Pars f.1.25
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The f,rrst volume of Ton van Tast's war comic in simple black and white
started with a page on May 1940, when the German Army invaded the
Netherlands in a five days war. The last six pages are devoted to the period
from September 1944 to May 1945 when the liberation by the Allied forces
took place. The pages in between lack a chronological order and somewhat
randomly depict different elements from the five years of occupation (Van
Tast, 1945a). The second volume, with only some chronological order in the
first pages, portrays the first weeks and months of a liberated society.
illustrating the happiness and the attempts to restore order and justice (Van
Tasr. I 945b)rr 1Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Ton van Tast's second World War
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Fig. 8. Ton van Tast's first worrd war

II comic. @ Erven van der vark / Kompas.
Early during the German occupation, he stopped working for the

magazine, but his work reappeared shonly after the liberation (though not in
Haagsche Post, as this weekly magazíne wasn't allowed to reappear until
}day 1946). A first book publication in his well-known style partially referring
to the pre-war comic series title -- appeared in Spring 1945, followed by a
second one only a few months later. Each of these small books contained onlv
20 pages and was sold well.ro
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The second volume caries a very plain, neutral title Oorlogsprentenboek
2e deel (War Picture Book 2nd Part) but the title of the first one, I945 Ons
land uit lijden ontzet, (1945 Our Country Liberated from Suffering) makes an
*1945" in the title may create the
interesting reference. Although the explicit
false impression that the story is only about the months during the last year of
the war, it emphasizes the liberation while phonetically linking it to an historical
event called Leiden's Ontzet (Oct. 3, 1574). This title therefore connects the
year in which Holland regained its status as a free and democratic society
(1945) to the liberation of Leyden, an important Dutch city, in the initial years
of the Dutch Revolt, the national liberation struggle of the Netherlands against
Spain in the 16'h and 17'h Century (1568-1648). References to this successful
and usually glorified historical struggle against a previous occupier had been
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used more often as an inspiring example during the war, especially in

underground publications. Elsewhere in the comic story six more references
(including two references to the most famous playwright during the Dutch
Revolt, Joost van den vondel) are made, connecting the Nazi-occupation to
what can be considered as the founding myth of the Dutch nation.12 Because
the number of dates and years mentioned in the narrative is very limited, the
first volume of the comic contains as many explicit references io dates from
the national liberation struggle in the early modem period as it contains
explicit
years of 'World War II events.l3
To a certain degree, it is a logical step to compare a very recent period
of

seated somewhat higher on a chair (Van Tast,1945a:2) (Fig. 10). The anger of
the comic creator, embodying the oppressed Dutch population, is however
directed at the evil traitor compatriots. This image sets the tone of the story in
which NSB-ers are portrayed and explicitly named as selfish and hypocritical
rifÊraff and scum (Van Tast, 19 45a:2, 4-6, I l, I 5- I 6; Van Tast, 1 945b : 1 0, 1 5).

drastic events to the most well known -- and most cherished -- historical
turnover of the past. Howeveq it remains remarkabre that by choosing this
framework of interpretation, the creator did not take into account that the
geographical scale of the 20'h century conflict was so much larger, involving
whole continents, instead ofjust two nations. This isolated portrayal of the
war events in the Netherlands is also caused by the fact that no information
whatsoever is presented about the period before ly''ay 1940, which would
have illustrated the international setting of this global conflict. But not only is
the framework chosen by van Tast for his presentation of the war experiences
geographically and temporarily limited, his historical frame is also everything
but neutral. Throughout the centuries, the story of the Dutch Revolt has
grown into a scheme in black and white which glorified the brave, determined,
and united Dutchmen, and almost demonized the evil Spaniards.
Another remarkable element for a war comic is that, apart from an
exploding vl-rocket, an attack by the resistance and German solãiers firing at
a crowd (Van Tast, 1945a: 17;yanTast, 1945a: 14,yan Tast, 1945b: 3), no
military battles or other acts of violence are shown. Neither the German invasion
in May 1940 nor the military advance of the Allied forces from september
1944

onwards are explicitly shown. Foreign soldiers, mostly Germans but Allied
ones are well, are shown, though not very prominent. The Germans occur,
of

course, several times in the story sometimes symbolized in a simple boot (van
Tast,7945a:2, 12), usually as wehrmacht sordiers, and onry a singre time as
the dreaded sicherheitsdienst (van Tast, 1945a: 1 0; van Tast, I 945b: 1 6, van

Tast, 1945a: 5). But the Germans remain a more or less anonymous force. Adolf
Hitler and his DutchReíchskommissar Arthur Seyss-Inquart are only referred

to once or twice by their nicknames Adolf

an

d 6 7/4,14 other prominent Nazis

are not mentioned nor portrayed.

In general, references to the Germans are outnumbered by the references
to the Dutch National Socialists who receive a great deal of attention in the
two comic volumes. on the first illustration (after the cover), the Germans and
the Dutch National Socialists (or NSB-ers), both symbolically portrayed as
oppressive leather boots, are presented as equally evil, although itt" NSg-"rt
have to sit on the floor while the Germans, illustrating th" po*"lhi"rurchy,
are
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Fig. 10. The Dutch from 'May 1940' tnder German occupation. Mof = Jerry (or
German), N,SB = Dutch National-Socialists. @ Erven Van der Valk / Kompas.
This emphasis on these home-grown fascists -- who, unlike the portrayal
of the Germans, are also personalizedin several appearances of their leader
Anton Mussert (Van Tast, 1945a:6,14,16; Van Tast, 1945b:10,15) -- fits well
within the strong national frame of the comic narrative, which has a clear
inward-oriented approach. If any protagonist can be distinguished in Van
Tast's work, it's the Dutch people as a unity. In almost all 40 pages the focus
is on what has happened in the Netherlands. The only exceptions, in which
the geographical frame is somewhat broadened, occur in the margins of the
second volume (as if the comic creator needed some time before he realízed
that not only the Netherlands were harmed by the war events) where Europe
is portrayed as a ruined landscape -- although a triumphant Dutch lion on this
page still draws most of the attention (Van Tast, 1945b:2) (Fig. 11). Elsewhere
a

similar picture of Germany is shown

as

well (Van Tast, 1945b:16), but Pearl
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Harbor, D-Day, the Red Army's advance in Eastern Europe, or the use of the
atomic bomb are not mentione d at all.

volume, the NSB-chief is directly referred to as Balthasar Gerards (Van Tast,
1945b:10).

A

greatt deal

of the first volume deals with all kind of practical

inconveniences, especially food shortages but also problems with clothing,
heating, and transportation. This was the result of (distribution) restrictions
caused by the war circumstances and the looting by the German occupiers.
Van Tast pays special attention to certain people who were making profits at
the black market.17 How important these practical and tangible topics were in
the audience's perception of the war is confirmed in the way the victory of the
liberation is illushated: embodied in objects of food, clothing and luxury goods
(Van Tast, 1945a:19) (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11. Liberation in May 1945 for the Netherlands and other parts of Europe.
Erven Van der Valk / Kompas.

@

In this context, it is not surprising that a lot ofDutch national slogans
and symbols -- especially flags -- are used, many of which can also be found
on the cover of the first volume (Van Tast, 1945a:1, 18). In the second volume,
where the happiness of the nation's liberation is expressed, things are hardly
different. Striking is also the presence ofreferences to the exiled Royal Family.
Even though none of its mentioned members are acítally portrayed, it shows
the respect for and popularity of the monarchy.ls In an unspecif,red way, the
cherished monarchy symbolizes what the true or good Dutchmen stand for,
contrasting the traitorous behavior shown by the Dutch National socialists.
Perhaps the most interesting example of this is in the first volume where the
Dutch Nazis are described as descendants of Balthasar Gerards, the man who,
in 1584, during the Dutch Revolt, assassinated William of Orange, the father
of the Dutch nation and forefather of the contemporary royals.16In the second
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Fig. 12. Victory symbotized by Van Tast. @ Erven Van der Valk / Kompas.

Compared to this, there is relatively little attention for political and
ideological issues. The impression is created that the government (departments
as well as local communities) was taken over by Germans and NSB-ers, as if
there was no contact and cooperation between the remaining civil servants
and their new masters (Van Tast, 1945a:3-4). The majority of the population is
portrayed as dignifiedly ignoring the NSB where possible (Van Tast, 1945a:5'
6). Some people are shown as going into hiding, but no political motivations
are given (Van Tast, 1945a: 12). A number of frames in the comic are devoted to
acts of sabotage by the resistance movement (Fig. 13), whose members are
respectfully presented as true heroes. But the limited share the resistance has
in this war narrative,ls could easily create the impression that their dangerous
IJOCA, Spring 2010
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activities and their willingness to sacrifice did not really differ from the attitude
of the average Dutchman.
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It remains remarkable that, unlike many other publications in the first
postwar period, heroic accounts ofthe resistance are so rarely reflected in this
comic, although one could therefore conclude that actually Íhe whole nation
was heroic. But the comic is nevertheless in line with other early war naffatives

of the Jews
and
movement
freedom
of
their
limitation
of
the
illustrations
ßig. 1a). In two
was
shown
Dutch
Nazis)
(in
by
this
case
their
businesses
the destruction of
(Van Tast, 1945a:3-4), but nothing was mentioned about deportations and
in the

sense that not much attention is paid to the persecution

killings. Elsewhere in the comics the impression arises that concentration
camps, described as "German hell," returned most of their inmates without
making any distinction in different groups of prisoners (Van Tast, 1945a:18;
Van Tast, 1945b:12). So in this very early post-war portrayal, the Holocaust
remains as absent as the many victims who did not survive their time in the

mass

concentration camps.
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Fig. 13. The underground resistance movement in the Netherlands. @ Erven
Van der Valk / Kompas.
This strengthens the simplified black and white scheme of this national
war narrative in which the members of the Dutch National Socialist Movement
were identified as the (only) ones who had betrayed the fatherland to the
Germans, while the remaining majority ofnon-NSB associated Dutchmen may
have suffered from the unfavorable (practical) war time conditions but had
managed to survive the national socialist (political) threat from within and
without by simply ignoring the evil. Such a representation can only be
constructed on the assumption that there was almost no contact between the
National socialists on the one hand and the "good Dutchmen" on the other
hand, while, as a result of a successful policy of ignorance, this rimited contact
should probably also have resulted in a rather small number of victims.

And indeed, with the exception of those making profits in the black
market, van Tast's comic does not portray groups or individuals that stand in
between the protagonists and their oppressors. The inarticulate message is
that there were (almost) no collaborators,le so the Dutch nation itself had
remained innocent and aloof of the evil of occupation practices.
IJOCA, Spring 2010
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Fig. 14. Anti-Semitic policy:. Voor foden verbfodezl
Van der Valk / KomPas.

: Forbidden for

Jews. @ Erven

The fact that the entire second volume of this Dutch war comic is devoted

to the events of the first post-war weeks and months of liberation can be
interpreted as a certain happiness that the Dutch are no longer forced to be
confronted with the war experiences. Perhaps it is even outright unwillingness
to look back with self criticism at painful memories of the war years. The
framework in which the narrative is presented is not evolving any further in
this second volume; the limited geographical frame, for instance, remains.
There is ample evidence here of the warmly welcomed presence of the Allied
forces in the Netherlands, more than once symbolized by a joint appearance
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of Dutch and foreign flags (Van Tast, 1945b:1 -2,4-5,7,11-13),but the comic
creator doesn't use the presence ofthese foreign troops to look at the many

other international aspects of World War II.
only from the last pages of the second comic volume, it can be deducted
that outside the Netherlands, the world war is still raging on after May 1945.
Here it becomes clear that the Dutch East-Indies, "our beautiful Insulinde,'
(which, just like the Dutch colonies in the west Indies, were ignored elsewhere
in the comic), are still waiting to be liberated, or as it is stated "swept clean"
from "Japanese vermin," by "sturdy" Dutch guys. The back cover looks into
the future where two heraldic lions, one representing Hoiland, the other
representing the Dutch Indies, happily march together (van Tast, 1945b:1920) (Fig. 15a and b). This hopeful representation of a'nited empire, including
its most important colony, was only realistic in the sense that not even a
single Indonesian person is actually shown to embrace this colonial wish.
once more, the political interpretation of this comic narrative turned out to be
meaningfully selective.

also sensed an interested audience and devoted some of their comic output to
the recent hostilities. One of these first comic books was already published in
November 1944, months before Germany's unconditional surrender. This comic
was called Quand la bête est déchaînée (When the Beast is Unleashed) and
it tumed out to be the first part of a two volume series Zø bête est morte! La
guerre mondiale chez les animaux (The Beast Is Dead. The World.War among
the Animals) (Fig. 16). The second volume, Quand la bête est terrassée (When
the Beast Is Floored), appeared in May 1945'z1 (Fig. 17). Like the two Dutch
comics previously described, it must have had a wide distribution.22 Besides,
this story in full-color, which all together counts 75 pages, has been reprinted
and translated several times and is still available.23
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Fig.16.QuandIøbêteestdéchaînée,volume Fig. 17. Quønd lø bête est terrassée,
of La bête est morte! La guerre mondiale volume II of Lø bête est morte! La guerre
chez les ønimøux. O Héritiers Calvo / mondiale chez les animøax. O Héritiers
Calvo / Gallimard.
Gallimard.

I

These French comic books were written by Victor Dancette and Jacques
Zimmermannand drawnby Edmond-François Calvo (1892-1958). Calvo was a

Fig. 15 (a and b). Holland vrij Indië vri' : Hoiland Liberated,
[Dutch East] Indies
Liberated. @ Erven Van der Valk / Kompas.

\ilorld War among the Animals
Holland was not the only country to publish comic books2' on world
war II so shortly after the end of the hostilities on its territory. French publishers
IJOCA, Spring 2010

very productive and rather well-known2a comic artist who produced series of
narratives for French publishers before, during, and after the war. The two
writers involved are less well known.
Their two-volume book presents an overview of the main events in a
tumultuous period, as well as a sketch of the political and social situation
during the 1930s in both France and Germany. Although Hitler is portrayed on
the cover as an obviously very evil wolf, this comic is not his biography; the
main characters in it are not individuals but nations. The use of animals as
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protagonists in this comic book allegory somehow creates the impression of
a fairytale. It is a story told by a fictional grandfather2s to his three
grandchildren,'u (Fig. 18) by which (the story of) the nation is portrayed as
(the story of) a family -- the prototype of the self-evident community. The now
aged grandfather looks back at the war which he experienced as a veteran
himself, being wounded during the fall of the Livarot (Maginot) defense line
ín1940, and as such, he is an explicitlyperforming narratorwith authority.2T so
the narrative is actually framed in a (not specifically dated) future setting -while in reality, world war II was not even finished by the time the story was
put on paper. In fact, the beast itself -- Nazi-Germany -- was not officially
declared dead yet.

The first few pages of Calvo's war pictorial show an image of a happy
country in the pre-war period. Despite the absence of both country names
and people's names,2e it is easily recognizable as France in the 1930s. So
unlike the Dutch comics, the time frame here includes a pre-war context, as, for
instance, the German attack on Poland in September 1939. Above that, this
French narrative is not limited to France alone. The used geographical frame
encompasses most of the leading nations that were involved in World War II,
creating a sense of the global impact of this conflict. Pre-warNazi-Germany is
introduced as Barbarie (Barbaria), a country of cruel wolves, ready to swallow
all the animals in surrounding countries. Their leaders were represented as the
Big Wolf (Hitler), Decorated Pig (Goering) and Talkative Polecat (Goebbels).
The French, on the other hand, are mainly portrayed as peaceful squirrels and
rabbits, more than once described as heroic3o (Fig. 19).
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Fig.18. Grandfather telling the war story to his grandchildren.
Calvo

/ Gallimard.

@

Héritiers

while the use of animals as comic characters in the context of world
war II will nowadays remind readers of Spiegelm an's Maus, it should mainly
be seen in the combined traditions of the rTth century French fables of Jean de
la Fontaine and the contemporary American comics and film cartoons by
producers walt Disney28 and Pat sullivan (the Australian-American ,.Felix the

cat" producer). Against this background, it is remarkable -- though not very
surprising -- that Hitler is portrayed here as a wolf as had also happened in
the American film cartoon "Blitz wolfl'by Tex Avery which was proãuced in
1942byMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) but hadn't been available during the
occupation of France (Cf. Kovacevic, 2007).
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Fig. 19. Barbaria (Germany).
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Héritiers Calvo / Gallimard.
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The story of how world war II developed around the world is mainly
presented in a chronological order, especially in the first volume, while some
topics are treated separate from this chronology. The emphasis lies on the
experiences of the population in France and on the activities of the Free
French outside the country while a selection of military events involving the
leading Axis and Allied nations are portrayed as well in order to present some
political context. It therefore includes the Btitztrrieg over Britain, the German
attack on the Soviet union, and further developments on the Eastern Front.
Events and battles in the French colonies in Northern Africa, the Japanese
advance in Southeast Asia, and the American participation in the war are

of small yellow monkies. All this is sharply
more positive portrayalof the Allies and co-victims of

aggressive and wicked race

contrasting to the much
fascist occupation. The Russians appear as polarbears3l -- big and strong, led
by a clever Big Bear (Stalin) --, the British as faithful bulldogs, the Americans
as well-trained bisons, while Belgians, Dutchmen, and Danes, respectively,
show up as lions, cows, and Danes.

portrayed as well.
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Fig. 20. Portrayal of the Japanese. O Héritiers Calvo / Gallimard.

The story paints the characters involved "in terms of pure black and
white" Q{ayak-Guercio,2006: 122) andnothing positive, no matter how small
or insignificant, is mentioned about the Germans. The portrayal of German war
crimes -- in fact: massacres -- against the civilian population in Tulle and
oradour sur Glane (June 9-10, 1944) (calvo and Dancette , 1977 : 7 4-7 5) reaves
no doubt about the collective guilt of all Germans. The narrator states that
these massacres were committed by regular wolves and that the entire German
nation is a race of monsters, tyrants, and criminals, all bom without aheart.
Yet, the hatred of the narrator for the ltalians, who occupied a small part of
France, is at least as vivid: they are portrayed as cowardly hyenas disguised
as wolfs (calvo and Dancette , 7977:26,39). The portrayar of the Japanese is
somewhat similar (Fig. 20), also as imitators of the Germans; depicted as an
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Fig. 21. The Free French "storks,oo led by De Gaulle' @ Héritiers Calvo / Gallimard-

But despite this international context, the comic itself undeniably uses a
strong French perspective. The suffering of the French who had lost their
independence after the German victory on the Western Front in June 1940, is
an important part of the comic. Even more prominent is the attention for the
contribution of the Free French forces abroad, led by Charles De Gaulle (the
Big Stork -- "notre grand Cigogne nationale"32), plus the attention for the
resistance fighters at home (Fig. 21). The nevertheless intemational appearance
of Calvo's war narrative can, at least partially, be explained as a conscious
attempt to emphasize those war theaters, like North-Africa and ltaly, in which
the French, including their colonial troops, played a more favorable role. Events
elsewhere, like on the Eastern Front and in Asia, are mentioned, but only in a
marginal way. The final illustration of the first volume, for instance, is symbolic
in this regard. It shows a flying line-up ofbrave storks (the symbol of the Free
French) as the narrating grandfather is telling that, while the oppressed people
had stayed in France to suffeq both these citizens and the escaped military
maintained the spirit and soul of the French nation, waiting for the victory to
arrive.
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From time to time (Calvo and Dancette, 197 I :29, 3 l, 45, 53, 6l -62, j 0, j 678), the activities and growth of the resistance movement, implicitry presented
as a single and united organízatíon (Nayak-Guercio,2006:102), are shown.
Their role seems more or less to be culminating in the uprising in paris in

August 1944, two months after the D-Day invasion in Normandy. Calvo's
portrayal of this event, in which the main revolutionary character in the center
is holding the national tricolore,represents the fight for freedom and against
oppression (Calvo and Dancette, 1977:80), is based upon a famous painting
by Delacroix, Liberté guidant le peuple (Liberty Guiding the peopl e) (ßig.22a
and b). The original painting from 1831 refers to the French Revolution in
1789.33 So the link that is made between 1789 and,1944 not only shows the
continuity in the French fight for freedom and human rights, but also presents
the message that there is no need to doubt the spirit of the French nation. The
major contribution of the Allied forces in liberating France is in no way denied,
but still the message seems to be that France had an important share in the
downfall of the Germans. This patriotic feeling is explicitly stated at the end of
the comic (in the second volume) where the reader is encouraged to love the
nation, to strive for unity, and to be vigilant. In fact, the audience is asked to
make sacrifices for the nation and for the army (calvo and Dancette , 1977:g4).

ßig.22 (a and b). Calvo representing
1944. @ Héritiers Calvo / Gallimard.
Delacroix' representation of à
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historical uprising, Lø Liberté guidant

le peuple. O Musée du Louvre

des musées nationaux.
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Réunion

Within such a framework, it is not surprising that the nation itselfa and
its unity are not questioned. Although the division of France in an occupied
and a non-occupied part is mentioned in the comic (Calvo and Dancette,
1977l.53), the phenomenon of collaboration with German military authorities,
either forced or voluntarily, and the extent in which it took place in both parts
of the country remains totally unclear. Only once or twice in the story French
traitors are shown (Calvo and Dancette , 1977:.24,28), but their role in the war
narrative remains limited. Not only the space devoted to them in the story is
minimal, they were also portrayed as very different animals than the other -- if
not: the "true" -- French characters in the story owls and vipers instead of the
usual rabbits or squirrels. They are not really part of the national community,
so

we should conclude. French collaborators, regardless their level ofauthority

within the Vichy-govemment and administration, simply do not exist in Calvo's
patriotic warportrayal (Nayak-Guercio,2006:103, 163). Despite all recognizable
leader figures in this comic, Philippe Pétain or Pierre Laval are invisible.
Conceming one of the major tragedies of World War II, the persecution
of the Jews, it should be observed that only in two illustrations is mention
made of (the early stages of) the Holocaust. Near the end of the first volume
we see German soldiers pushing harmless rabbits into a train (Fig. 23). The
accompanying text states that the wolves aimed at the total destruction of
these peace-loving animals. The victimized animals are portrayed as rabbits,
and therefore as French, but the ambiguous text refers to Jews taken in shelter
by the French,35 as if they were not considered an integral part of French
society. Similar to the oblivion concerning the role of the French administration
and its supporters in several developments within France between 1940 and
1944, ft is also neglected that the French police played an important part in
rounding up the Jewish population in the country.
Somewhat unlike the Dutch war narrative, where indigenous traitors
from the Netherlands were an important theme, such negative elements from
within do not get a prominent place in this French war pictorial. They simply
do not fit well in the chosen kind of patriotic presentation, which is mainly a
narrative ofsacrifice for the greater good ofthe nation. This is clear from the
beginning when the narrator is asked to tell about his wooden leg, while he
emphasizes that this is just a tiny little incident in the worldwide torment that
lasted several years. This element of sacrifice explicitly retums at the end of
the story where the readers, in a time beyond World War II, are called to make
sacrifices for their nation and army.
There remains another, more pragmatic, reason why this comic narrative
probably did not go into detail when speaking of collaboration. One of Calvo's
co-authors, Victor Dancette, had actually published a pro-Pétain children's
book in 1943, Il était unefois un pays heureux (Once upon A Time There Vy'as
aHappy Country). It was written for the Documentation Department of the
Vichy government (Cf. Proud, 1998; Proud, 1995). The book, published by
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Conclusion
The frameworks chosen for these early post-war comic narratives from
the Netherlands and France were both limited to the nation state. No matter
how widely the global conflict of World War II had spread across the planet
between 1939 and1945,the stage onwhichthe dominantnarrative of suffering,
proud determination, and victory was presented remained within the traditional
cultural borders of the nation state. In both comics, the nation itself performed
the role of a collective protagonist, leaving little space to more or less individual
experiences that may have differed. As a result of this, both the French and
the Dutch comics analyzed here largely neglect the persecution of the Jews
-- although it must be said that it took some time before the newly-liberated
societies

fully realized the final implications of the national-socialist anti-

semitism.36

Editions GP (Editions de la Générale pubticité) -- the same company that
distributed the post-war calvo comic -- accused the modern lifestyle, as well
as foreigners, of causing decadence in French society. That development
could only be overcome by following the policy of pétain,s adminisiration

In this early stage of coping with the impressions and memories of war
and occupation, in which the fighting in the Asian-Pacific theater of war still
continued for some time, it is hardly surprising to recognize an emotional
approach in these comics. This results in a dichotomy with the innocent
representatives of the (French and Dutch) nation on the one hand, and the
evil National-Socialists on the other side. By doing so, the stories confirm the
cherished ideal of a good nation, just temporarily disturbed by people who
now deserve to be excluded. Reflection on what happened in the previous
years did not lead to any serious self-criticism. This tendency was probably
reinforced by the fact that both comics use a previous crucial period from the
national past to frame and interpret the recent war experience. This certainly is
understandable, but once again diminishes the importance of the global impact
of this world war. One may perhaps say that in both comics the overseas
colonies managed to get a place in the naratives, but also here selective
perception strikes again: they were only portrayed from the perspective of the
colonizing mother country.
The most striking difference between the French and Dutch comics is
the attention directed towards the indigenous people who collaborated with
the Germans. The Dutch comics prominently pay attention to the NationalSocialist Movement of the Netherlands (NSB) but regard its members as an
exceptional minority and don't present them as proper Dutchmen. The French
authors must have been personally aware of the widespread collaboration in
both parts of France and probably saw only a way out in ignoring the topic as
much as possible -- by demonizingthe Germans and their leaders as strongly

Qrlayak-Guercio, 2006: 109-

as possible.
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Fig. 23. Persecution of the Jews.
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0). For Dancette and his pubrisher, the comic war

pictorial may therefore have been a very late act of resistance (the comic was

already prepared during the period

of German occupation), which

understandably ignored collaboration as much as possible.
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Outside of the military and ideological confrontation between Nazis and
patriots, politics remain largely absent from both narratives, as if divisions
among national communities simply do not exist. Only indirectly certain
political pref,erences can be distinguished. Calvo's comic not only pays
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attention to the role of the Soviet Union, but seems even positive about
communism (Calvo and Dancette,1977:64),while Van Tast simply ignores the
Soviet Union. Among the waving flags of the allied nations he shows several
times, the Soviet one is always missing.
More recent war comics from Western Europe seem to be leaving behind
heroism. Although the national frame is still rather prominent, this particular
field ofhistory comics indicates that comics have become less one-dimensional.
Comics have become a more complex and more subtle medium, and are taken
more serious by academics. These researchers show an increasing willingness
to accept the importance of (this and other aspects of) visual culture, partly
because they are finally willing to admit they are consumers ofpopular culture
themselves, they themselves are comic book readers too (or at least have

been). Popular culture is not something from which cultural scientists can
separate themselves. Some introspection on what comics mean to historians
and other researchers could perhaps help in beginning to answer an essential
question for further research: How does the "consumption" of comic books
relate to people's collective identity? How do comics link them to the past,
and which variety of frameworks (national and other ones) -- in which the past
is presented and in which comic readers perceive their social identity -- plays
a role in this? Whether comic narratives generally differ from other modes of
representation, both inside and outside Europe, still needs to be established.
History comics show us a specific representation of the past, but we have
only recently begun to understand the meaning and impact of this intriguing
phenomenon.

Endnotes
I Previous versions of this text were presented
at workshops at the Kwansei
Gakuin University, Nishinomiya, Japan (March 2008) and the Albert-LudwigsUniversität, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany (April 2008). I thank the organizers
and the participants for their useful comments.
2
Some recommendable titles among the many historical overviews of comic
history: Knigge, 2004; Sabin, 1996;Ktnzle,l973a,1973b. For a more technical
approach: McCloud, 1994.
3 The first parts
of Hadashi no Gen were published in the comic magazine
Shúkan Shonen Jampu in 1973, and from 1975 on as books. For a general
introduction into Japanese comics: Schodt, 1996. Spiegelman's first story was
a three page comic strip publishe d in 197 1 , and then later extended. The first

book volume appeared in 1986: My Father Bleeds History (New York:
Pantheon). It was followed in 1991 by And Here My Troubles Began. Q\ew

York: Pantheon). See for instance: Platthaus, 1998.
a
Krigstein is not an existing word in German but stein is a common suffix in
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family names. Krigstein is, however, the name of the IJS comic artist Berny
Krigstein who is known for being one of the first artists to have devoted a
comic narrative to a Holocaust-inspired theme. An impression of the German
landscape of comics can be found in Knigge, 1996.
5 Other examples can be found in the three Adolf (Hitler) comics by Walter
Moers: Moers, 1998; Moers, 1999;

Moers,2005.
6

Heuvel et a1,2003; Heuvel, Van der Rol, and Schippers,2}}'Z . Unlike the other
comics previously mentioned, these two educational comics are the result of
creative teamwork.
7
Interesting as well is the recent emphasis on the role of women, especially in
the Dutch comics but to some extent also in the German Krigstein narrative.
For a first impression of the history of Dutch comics: Kousemaker and
Kousemaker, 1979.
8
Comics published during World War II will not be discussed here.
e
Themagazine had an anti-German reputation in the 1930s. Cf. Hemels, 1985.
10
Precise print numbers are unknown, but both the appearance of a second
volume and the ease with which copies can be found in today's second hand
book market indicate alarge circulation.
rr The pages of both Van Tast publications were unnumbered; for this article,
the pages (20 in each volume) were counted starting by taking the front cover
as page number 1.
12
Van Tast, 7945al.3: (comparison to hunger sifuation in Leyden 157 4); Yan
Tast, 1945a:4 (f{SB described as Nae-SaetenBalfhazar Gerard's fdescendants
ofÏVilliamofOrange'sassassin]; l940comparedwith 1584); VanTast, 1945a:18
("Lij den's Ontzet") ; Van Tast, 1 9 4 5 a: I 9 (Leyden in 1 5 74). The Vondel quotes
from the period of the Dutch Revolt can be found in Van Tast, 1945b:2 (from
his play Gy s breght v an Aemstel I I 63 8] ) and Van Tast, 19 45b:1 6 (from his play
Palamedes (1625).
13
Van Tast, 19 45 a: 2: ll;4.ay 1940: German invasion, Van Tast, 1945 a:4: 1940,Yan
Tast, 7945a: l7: "Dolle Dinsdag" ('Mad Tuesday'): Sept. 5, 1944.
la
Van Tast, 1945a:14; Van Tast, 1945b:10. "6 /o" isbased upon the Dutch slang
pronunciation of Seyss-Inquart's family name.
r5
References and symbols can be found at Van Tast, 1945al.1, 4, 11, 14, I 5, I 8 ;
VanTast, 1945b:'3,6,7.
16
Van Tast, 1945a:4; 1940 compared with 1584, the year in which V/illiam of
Orange (V/illiam the Silent) was assassinated.
17
Van Tast, 1945a:8,73,17;YanTast, 1945b:15; Those prof,rting from business
deals in the black market remain human in the portrayal but have a skin that
gets darker while their illegal businesses develop further and further.
18
Van Tast, 7945a: 14. Once the country is liberated they attract some more
attention, still in a very positive way: Van Tast, 1945b: 8-9
re
Exception: Van Tast, 7945a:3, on the left.
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I will not focus here on comic strips concerning'World V/ar II which appeared
during the first post-war periodinmagazines and newspapers (without being
republished as books).
2t
Although the field of French comic studies has developed more extensively
than similar research in the Netherlands, literature on calvo's war oeuvre is
rare. The main exceptions are Nayak-Guercio, 2006 andO'Riley, 2004. More
information on the context of French comics can be found in Tufts, 2008 and
Groensteen,2000.
22
Judged by the same criteria as presented in note 10.
23 Prints ofthe first edition (calvo and Dancette,1944 arñcalvo and Dancette,
1945) have been on sale till about 1948; reprints
- combining the two volumes
- appeared in 197 7 ll983, l 985l, in 199 5 md 2007. Translation in Dutch, combined
into one volume, published in1946 (reprinted 1977). combined editions were
also published in German (1977) and English (1984). For practical reasons,
references here are made to the Dutch reprint edition of 19i7: calvo and
20

condemned to death and Jews. p.3 I [vol. l]; Nayak-Guercio,2006: 166. Cf.
Näpel,1998.
36
It is unlikely that the topic was ignored because comics were usually directed
at an audience ofchildren. A good understanding ofboth comic narratives

would demand an adult knowledge of the war circumstances. Unlike what
Nayak-Guercio assumes Q'{ayak-Guercio, 2006 : l0 l, I 03 - I 05), the Calvo comic
book was not really aimed at an audience of children.
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Paris the year before,
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Similar to the fact that there is also no criticism mentioned concerning
colonialism or the possible future status in the French colonies -- despite

:

wartime discussions.
In the next frame, members of the resistance are shot by the wolves, while a
nearby poster at a wall suggests a link between these people who were
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